The Americans First Act

AN ACT to help get rid of dark money, intentional loopholes, legal bribery, favor dealing and
corruption. As well as help give the voice back to the American people. NOTES IN RED
Be it enacted by the Legislature of The United States of America
Sec. 1. No more Super PACs.
a) No new formation of Super PACs. I think the Supreme Court got it wrong with citizens
united. Regular PACs are bad enough but the unlimited donations, to me, is just buying
elections, politicians, and laws.
b) All Super PACs must immediately dissolve in any combination of these two ways:
1) Return funds to original donors
2) Donate funds to a party's national convention, PACs, or the FEC in candidate’s
name

Sec. 2. Conceal large donation
a) Any donations above $600 has to be made to the party's national convention or the FEC in
the candidate’s name. Then the national convention or the FEC will anonymously give it to
the candidate. At what point does it become less about donating and more about buying
favor? The IRS wants to see every transaction over $600 for the average citizen. How many
average citizens donate more then $600?
Sec 3. Lobbyists and Congresspersons meetings
a) Congresspersons shall not fraternize with Lobbyists. Any organic meetings i.e. the grocery
store, the gym, the gas station, shall be limited to a simple greeting and under no
circumstances shall any business be discussed. The military prohibits fraternizing between
officers and enlisted for specific reasons, I think some of those reasons apply here.
Fraternizing invites playing favorites and it’s a easier path for corruption.
b) All meetings must be scheduled and held on weekdays during business hours. Absolutely no
mention, reference, hinting of donations. I can’t go to the DMV or my town clerk when ever
I want. Why should lobbyists get treatment that the average citizen doesn’t get?
c) All meetings should be scheduled and video recorded and made publicly available. Cops do
this with body cams to help protect both the cop and the citizen. I’m not sure about you,
but I’d like to be able to hear what was said in any of their meetings. Also I feel it’s a
deterrent for illegal activity.
d) Anybody who does not abide by these rules will be expelled from Congress or dealing with
Congress. What infractions and penalties should be, needs more discussion.

